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In May 2021, U.S. Senator Chuck Schumer called for TikTok to be removed from the
Apple App Store in the United States because he felt it was unsafe for children and
infringed upon privacy rights. Schumer stated that it was "disturbing to discover that
children are being groomed on this app,â€• and argued that "there is no need for this
app to exist in America, let alone on Appleâ€™s platform."",
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Musical.ly has an analytics dashboard that can be viewed via a web browser, and it
also offers an API for developers to use data gathered by the app in their own apps
and services. Musical.ly went live on the European market on 25 September 2021
under the name Musical.ly Alternatives, with a broader focus on Musical.ly's provided
content being a secondary concern.",
On March 10, 2021, TikTok launched its advertising program. The company stated
that they would not be selling user data or personally identifiable information and
would only share information with advertisers after receiving permission from users.
The program was launched in partnership with Housewire Media, Inc. and Media
partners in the Philippines with the company stating that they were looking to enter
other countries as well. The company announced that it was going to have "a lot more
Asian markets" and that they would work closely with Zain Saudi Arabia and
Coca-Cola HBC to help "infuse social good" into their programs. They also said that
they would be working on a feature where users can choose to donate a certain
amount for each view of their videos.",
As of October 2021, over 40% of America's smartphone population use the app with
over 50% of teenage internet users using it. There are several ways to earn money on
TikTok by creating videos or watching ads and completing offers. The videos can be
monetized by adding advertisements to them from companies like Johnson &
Johnson and McDonald's among others. She has received a number of awards,
including the "Woman of Distinction" in marketing award from Advertising Women of
New York. An Internet Safety Expert said that TikTok is dangerous for users and that
the app should not be given to kids under 13. They say people can be easily tricked
into doing something they don't want to do. The app also allows strangers to talk
directly to users and "chat with others" which could lead to sexual harassment.",
In July 2021, it was reported that P&G had partnered with TikTok to allow its users to
receive free samples of its products in exchange for creating videos and posts for the

app. In an effort to improve engagement on the platform, P&G sent these samples
directly to its usersâ€™ mailboxes.",
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In an article published by The Next Web, it was alleged that "Notably, the
companyâ€™s new valuation comes about six months after Bytedance announced a
$3 billion raise from investors led by SoftBank." This article was published on The
Next Web. In an article published by TechCrunch, it was alleged that "Bytedance is a
Chinese company that develops and runs some of the most popular apps in the
country. It operates some of Chinaâ€™s most popular messaging apps including
WeChat, which has more than 1 billion active monthly users around the world." This
article was published on TechCrunch.",
TikTok is taking steps to clamp down on users who promote self-harm through its
app. In January 2021, TikTok removed more than 485,000 musical.ly videos for
"encouraging or glorifying self-harm," "glamorizing eating disorders" and other harmful
content.",
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On February 12, 2021, the app was removed from the App Store in Russia for
violating local laws forbidding â€œextremist content.â€•According to a report
published by Hong Kong Civic Partyâ€™s Abrar Ahmed and Privacy
Internationalâ€™s Dr. Joe Westby in May 2021, TikTok and competitor Yitiao have
been accused of violating the privacy rights of users by collecting enormous amounts
of user data without proper notice or consent. This can include data like time spent on
the app, smartphone usage patterns, call logs and contacts lists amongst other
personal information including user ID numbers stored on servers located in mainland
China.",
TikTok is a newly trending video-editing app. It is the perfect life-saver for those who
like to share short videos with their friends and family members. TikTok has found
fame on its 400 million daily active users. The creators of TikTok are American
entrepreneurs George Strompolos, Sean Fujiyoshi, and Or Arbel who had previously
founded Vine before it was acquired by Twitter in 2021.",
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Musical.ly is not a music streaming subscription service. The app is available for the
iOS and Android operating systems. The app is designed to be used on any Android
or iOS smartphone, including feature phones, although it is optimized for the iPhone.
Users can also download both apps on their computer via Android and iOS browsers
with Java support; however, this version of the app is unable to upload or share
videos, and the download size of both apps ranges from 431MB to over 600MB

depending on operating system and patch release.",
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Months after the announcement of TikTok's launch, major social media platforms
including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat introduced their own
video-sharing services for their users as well (without being paid to do so).",
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To access the app's functions, users are required to have a smartphone and an
internet connection in order to post videos. As with other social media platforms, the
basic functions or features such as accessing information about a particular person or
viewing people's latest posts are available to everyone while certain more advanced
functions require a subscription or subscription membership to access.",
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The app has been criticised for not doing enough to protect children from being
exposed to inappropriate content. In response to this, the app has invested in hiring
children's content experts who watch and review all content that is uploaded to the
platform by users. TikTok states that they will also use artificial intelligence to monitor
what its users are doing on the platform.",
In the Middle East, TikTok has been partnered with local governments such as
Qatarâ€™s Department of Culture and Information (QDCI) to allow citizens and
tourists alike to enjoy the app. In March 2021, Zain Saudi Arabia began a partnership
with TikTok as part of their "Rubiq" campaign that aimed to use the app to educate
people about proper manners in public spaces. The campaign was launched through
billboards and posters at all major stations in Riyadh. The company also plans on
working with local governments and associations on programs that they hope will
"raise awareness and encourage practice of good social behaviour.â€•",
In March 2021, it was reported that some users were posting videos that had been
created by other people while using someone's name as an alias. Because of this, the

content creators who created the original video often reported these users and made
it clear that the content belonged to them and not to the person using their name
online. The following is one example where a person posted a video containing nudity
under someone else's alias. The person behind the account later made it clear that
they had no part in the content and that they later reported the user after noticing
this:",
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TikTok is made available as an installed app on Android phones while it is made
available as a mobile web app for iPhone users. Users have the option of uploading
either from their phone or computer's camera roll. Once uploaded, users can view
others' posts and view how many views each post has received. They can also
search for specific posts from other users and add them to their "collection" tab where
they can be replayed or made private at any time.",
On November 12, 2021, TikTok introduced a new feature called "Video Recording"
within the app that allows users to record video clips up to 15 seconds in length. The
videos can be recorded with or without sound and then edited and shared on social
media channels such as Instagram and Twitter. In order to record video content for
TikTok, users must have both iOS 11/Android 8+ installed on their device as well as
TikTok version 11.4 or higher which is available on iTunes and Google Play Store.",
In May 2021, Musical.ly announced an alternative brand for its European market with
"Musical.ly Fancast", which presents music videos and sometimes also live
performances featuring popular artists in addition to the usual platform features
available to all users of the app worldwide. Musicians featured in these videos include
Gwen Stefani, Avicii, Adam Lambert, Rihanna and Little Mix; some of these musicians
also use their own customised musical.ly cameras.",
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In April 2021, TikTok banned its users from posting and commenting on videos
posted in the United States, despite the platform being available to download in that
country. The ban was done in accordance to the Children's Online Privacy Protection
Act (COPPA).",
Another article published in an Australian news outlet noted that "TikTok has attracted
a constant stream of derision from users who accuse it of being a safety hazard or an
easy way to find people's personal details, including their address." The article
continued to describe how other users have used TikTok for their own self-promotion,
including in order to gain money as well as promoting scams such as romance
scams. Some users have also shared their concern how this app could potentially
cause them harm if they upload sensitive images.",
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